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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Synopsis: This book
synthesizes the diverse reflections on technology by monk and
spiritual writer Thomas Merton to develop a compelling
contemplative critique of the threats and challenges of nuclear
war, communication technologies, and biotechnologies that
may alter what it means to be human. At the core of his
critique, Merton opposes a technological mentality that favors
processes of efficiency and utility at the expense of our
ultimate purpose, a quest for the wisdom to guide us to the
divine source of our being and reality. To counter this modern
idolatry, Merton s insights offer a path of reflection, balance,
and community. More specifically, Merton offers some
constructive approaches and healing possibilities through a
balanced approach to work, a careful and intentional
managing of technology, and an accessing of the recuperative
dimensions of nature. In its conclusion the book brings the
insights of these chapters together for a final reflection on how
to maintain our humanity and our spiritual integrity in a
technological world. Endorsements: Thompson has provided
the kind of public model of Merton scholarship we...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is definitely not simple to begin on reading but really enjoyable to read through. This really is for all who
statte that there had not been a worth reading. You may like how the author publish this ebook.
-- Dem etr ius B uckr idg e-- Dem etr ius B uckr idg e

This book may be really worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is really basic but excitement inside the 50
% in the pdf. I realized this pdf from my dad and i encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Cur tis B a r tell-- Cur tis B a r tell
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